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• Iran’s water scarcity led to a type of sus- 

tainable proto-industrialization. 
• Virtual water is the water embedded in 

the production of a particular commod- 
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• Virtual water weaned Iran’s political 

economy from irrigated agriculture. 
• Today’s Iran can survive water crisis by 

reinstating the same model of virtual wa- 

ter. 
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a b s t r a c t 

This article aims to show that virtual water has historically been an adaptation strategy that enabled some arid 

regions to develop a prosperous economy without putting pressure on their scarce water resources. Virtual water 

is referred to as the total amount of water that is consumed to produce goods and services. As an example, in 

arid central Iran, the deficiency in agricultural revenues was offset by more investment in local industries that 

enjoyed a perennial capacity to employ more workers. The revenues of local industries weaned the population 

from irrigated agriculture, since most of their raw materials and also food stuff were imported from other regions, 

bringing a remarkable amount of virtual water. This virtual water not only sustained the region’s inhabitants, 

but also set the stage for a powerful polity in the face of a rapid population growth between the 13th and 

15th centuries AD. The resultant surplus products entailed a vast and safe network of roads, provided by both 

entrepreneurs and government. Therefore, it became possible to import more feedstock such as cocoons from 

water-abundant regions and then export silk textiles with considerable value-added. This article concludes that a 

similar model of virtual water can remedy the ongoing water crisis in central Iran, where groundwater reserves are 

overexploited, and many rural and urban centers are teetering on the edge of socio-ecological collapse. History 

holds an urgent lesson on sustainability for our today’s policy that stubbornly peruses agriculture and other 

high-water-demand sectors in an arid region whose development has always been dependent on virtual water. 
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. Introduction 

In this article, “virtual water ” or “water footprint ” means the amount

f water that is consumed in the production of agricultural goods im-

orted from somewhere else ( Graham et al., 2020 ; Liu et al., 2020 ).

irtual water was imported to arid central Iran mostly in the shape

f raw materials from water-abundant regions, which were synthe-

ized into more valuable commodities through a socioeconomic mech-

nism called “proto-industrialization ”. Proto-industrialization usually

ertains to traditional agrarian societies in Europe ( Mendels, 1972 ;
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For the reason that the modern industrialization never took place

n Iran, none of the present studies looks upon Iran’s local crafts as

he cradle of proto-industrialization that could potentially lead to its

odern variation. Proto-industrialization brought about more capital

ccumulation, higher population mobility, a more diversified economy,

nd a more dynamic monetary system, which culminated in the ad-

ent of the first non-hydraulic government in Iran between 1314 and

393 AD. However, later the legacy of Iranian proto-industrialization

ell into decay, and its socioeconomic capacity was overshadowed

y the cultural and political hegemony of the surrounding areas

 Labbaf Khaneiki, 2020 ). 

Central Iran was historically peripheral to the main polities, and was

parsely populated across its relatively vast area where a mesh of con-

ections between rural units, urban markets and transportation routes

reated a unique spatial organization. Oasis towns and villages devel-

ped a subsistence agricultural economy through “qanat irrigation ”,

ince an annual precipitation of less than 250 mm did not lend itself

o rain-fed cultivation ( Kaboli et al., 2021 ). Qanat is a gently sloping

ubterranean canal that taps a water-bearing zone at a higher elevation

han cultivated lands. The oasis inhabitants had to dig tens of kilometers

f such tunnels to transfer groundwater to their fields ( Semsar Yazdi and

abbaf Khaneiki, 2017 ). 

However, qanat’s intrinsic limitations organically drove people to in-

ent a way to supplement their revenues through the workforce laid off

y the agricultural sector. The agrarian communities turned to a variety

f small-scale industries that could economically buffer them against the

gricultural downturn. A considerable portion of the industrial products

as intended for exporting to distant markets such as India and China

 Tashakori, 2013 ). The growing local industries in turn triggered the de-

elopment of transportation infrastructures between the 13th and 15th

enturies AD when proto-industrialization went hand in hand with an

brupt population growth that disturbed the traditional patterns of land

wnership in rural communities. Such growing industries played a cru-

ial role in the socioeconomic structure of central Iran, which gave rise

o an adaptation mechanism akin to “proto-industrialization ”. 

This article is not intended to be an absolute historical probe, but it

ims to explore a socioeconomic mechanism that enabled an arid Mid-

le Eastern land not only to survive a severe water scarcity but also

o develop an expansive sovereignty. This article also aims to chal-

enge those who advocate a hysterical water transfer to somewhere

ike central Iran, falsely contending that in central Iran “development ”

as historically based on such water-demanding activities as agriculture

 Mohammadmoradi et al., 2017 ). However, on the contrary, the devel-

pment of central Iran was rather dependent on “virtual water ” over the

ourse of history. 

. Materials and methods 

In this study, we deployed a hermeneutic analysis that allowed us

o discover a mesh of relationships between the three principal fac-

ors “water ”, “society ” and “economy ” in a dynamic historical context

 Dilthey, 1996 ). Although this study aims to shed light on the histori-

al role of proto-industrialization in providing virtual water in a general

ense, it has to focus on a given geographical location that realistically

mbodies such a relationship between proto-industrialization and vir-

ual water. 

Therefore, we have opted for the region of Yazd in central Iran,

here Iran’s first non-hydraulic government came into existence based

n a boom in local industries that brought a considerable current of vir-

ual water to the region. In our historical studies, the data was mainly

leaned from primary sources in Persian, such as local histories, chron-

cles and endowment deeds. Such documents were read from an induc-

ive standpoint, without preconceptions about any underlying historical

atterns. Combined with the available archeological studies on central

ran, the goal was to establish a conceptual link between Yazd’s water

esources and historical developments. 
359 
We also searched some collections of endowment deeds, which shed

ight on water management and ownership in central Iran, mainly be-

ween the 13th and 15th centuries AD. A further primary source was the

ravelogues written by Western and Muslim visitors in central Iran. 

Apart from the aforementioned references, this study benefited from

econdary historical sources that provided invaluable information about

ifferent aspects of socioeconomic life in the study period, ranging from

onetary system to agricultural activities, trade routes, social move-

ents, and water resources. However, none of those analyses establishes

 conceptual link between virtual water and proto-industrialization,

hich distinguishes this study from the existing historical literature. 

. Proto-industrialization in the arid Middle East 

The Middle East used to enjoy a higher relative humidity until 4,100

ears ago when a dry period loomed and then culminated in a longstand-

ng drought about 2,100 years ago. Since then, the climatic conditions

lmost leveled out, except for hundreds of small fluctuations that oc-

urred in the amount of humidity ( McCormick et al., 2012 ; Sharifi et al.,

013 ), which have left their footprints in the history of civilization by

etting the stage for the rise and fall of many Middle Eastern Empires

 Issar, 1995 ; Diamond, 2005 ). On a smaller scale, around 7,000 years

go, central Iran was fortunate to sit in between two rich systems: the

ndian Ocean monsoon that affected its southeast, and North Atlantic

ourced rains that reached the northwest of the region. However, mon-

oon rains began moving southward, and the North Atlantic system re-

eded and gradually left the region drier ( Jones et al., 2013 ). In later pe-

iods, central Iran was affected by the same climatic transitions around

,100 and 2,100 years ago, and then it went through the same small ups

nd downs in its climatic trend ( Hamzeh et al., 2016 ). 

Those fluctuations - small sine waves in the precipitation graph -

ould also exert a great impact on the region’s socioeconomic struc-

ures at a local level. Local communities had to adapt their economy to

he intermittent droughts that broke out at unpredictable intervals and

hallenged their agriculture. Such interactions between climatic condi-

ions and socioeconomic predispositions gave rise to a kind of endoge-

ous industrialization in central Iran between the 13th and 15th cen-

uries, almost in the same way as in Europe between the 16th and 19th

enturies, which is known as proto-industrialization ( Catheren, 2008 ).

roto-industrialization is premised on the assumption that the climatic

nd geographical conditions did not favor full involvement in agricul-

ural activities all year round, such that part of agricultural workforce

as seasonally or permanently made redundant, and then they turned to

ome local industries that enjoyed more independence of their natural

urroundings. Those pre-modern industries came to expand their influ-

nce area and made their way to the markets even beyond their eco-

omic hinterlands in the shape of long distance trading ( Greif, 2022 ),

ithout adopting advanced technology or centralizing their domestic

roduction units ( Ogilvie and Cerman, 1996 ). 

Local industries relied on human skills and raw materials rather

han soil and water resources, which could be supplied by the incom-

ng workforce and the expansion of trade routes. The capital built up in

ocal industries could in turn draw more workforce in two ways: first,

hrough employing again more agricultural workers who found the in-

ustry a more reliable source of livelihood, and second, through popu-

ation growth that was followed by a more stable economy ( Deyon and

endels, 1982 ). 

Fig. 1 shows that a causal relationship between climatic strains and a

ownturn in agriculture leads to a circle in which more workforce con-

ributes to industrial development, industrial development brings more

apital, more capital paves the way for population growth, and a larger

opulation in turn provides more workforce. This circle is called “pro-

etarianization ” which disturbed the traditional patterns of land own-

rship and social structures in rural communities ( Radtke, 1983 ). That

rocess left behind a considerable population who no longer possessed

nough farmlands for their livelihood and had to work for others in
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Fig. 1. Causal relationships between climatic and socioeconomic factors that 

give rise to proto-industrialization. 
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eturn for a wage, and as a result “workforce ” took on a proletarian

imension ( Levine, 1977 ; Langton, 2000 ). 

Although proto-industrialization is mostly regarded as a theoretical

ttempt to formulate a socioeconomic process that historically led to

urope’s modern industrial revolution ( Ogilvie, 1993 ; Pfister, 1992 ),

here are also many scholars who have tried to tailor the same the-

ry to other places as varied as the United States ( Prude, 1988 ), Japan

 Howell, 1992 ), China ( Coco, 2021 ), Africa, India, Korea and Taiwan

 Coleman, 1983 ). What makes proto-industrialization attractive as a the-

retical framework to explain the industry-agriculture relation is its cen-

ral premises that can be found in many pre-modern societies more or

ess as follows: seasonal nature of agricultural activities, domestic indus-

rial production for non-local markets, accumulation of capital, creation

f an industrial workforce, and population growth ( Ogilvie, 1993 ). 

Nonetheless, our argument on central Iran is not the repetition of

he same attempt to only expand the geographical realm of proto-

ndustrialization. What distinguishes central Iran is the vivid socioeco-

omic transformation between the 13th and 15th centuries, which is

anifested in a change in tenured agricultural system, peasant-landlord

elation, and geographical range of trade. Central Iran developed proto-

ndustrialization such that local economy was able to buffer itself against

npredictable agriculture that could easily collapse in the wake of any

mpending water scarcity. 

In this arid region, qanat as the only water source for agricultural

roduction is cramped by some limitations associated with its own struc-
360 
ural peculiarities. Qanat can drain out only the overflow of groundwa-

er according to the force of gravity, and its discharge cannot be in-

reased as water demand continues to rise. The qanat tunnel size rules

ut a huge water flow as it is not typically higher than 160 cm and wider

han 80 cm, into which groundwater gently seeps. A variety of hydro-

ogical, geological and managerial obstacles also makes it impossible to

onstantly increase the qanat discharge by simply advancing its tunnel

nto an aquifer ( Labbaf Khaneiki, 2019 ). 

Moreover, qanat-based subsistence agriculture was always faced

ith two crucial issues: recurrent droughts and growing population.

ost of the qanats were vulnerable to droughts, as their water flow

ramatically dwindled with a fall in the amount of annual precipita-

ion. The area of cultivated lands is closely correlated with the amount

f available water in a qanat. When drought hit the region, the cultiva-

ion area was inevitably shrunk by leaving more fields fallow in order to

eep a balance between the available soil and water resources. On the

ontrary, the cultivation area was expanded as more rainfall made more

ater flow down the qanat gallery, to the extent that even some barren

ands were communally prepared for further cultivation with the help of

hat excess water ( Labbaf Khaneiki, 2020 ). However, such sharp fluctu-

tions in agricultural revenues were not in keeping with the exponential

ate of population growth. 

A qanat system sufficed to sustain an agrarian community only in

ts heyday, even setting the stage for further population growth, but it

ould leave people marooned as soon as a drought turned up. An offset

conomy could be a solution based on the workforce that was expelled

rom a shrinking agriculture. Local industries managed to supplement

he income deficiency of agriculture and evolved into the cornerstone

f a powerful sovereignty in central Iran. Local industries in fact took

dvantage of such periodic vacuums in the agricultural sector to develop

nto a new system of political economy. 

. Proto-industrialization promotes virtual water 

An agricultural system based on qanat irrigation could not keep pace

ith the population’s growing demand for food and employment. It was

sually impossible for the farmers to retain the same area of cultivation

n the time of drought, let alone push the boundaries of their farmlands,

ue to some technical-managerial impediments inherent in the struc-

ure of qanat. As a collective response, the surplus workforce resorted

o local industries whose products could be exported to other regions,

nd then the revenues were spent on food and raw materials. Such local

ndustries in a water-poor region were able to metabolize human skills

nto exportable goods based on the raw materials that were imported

rom water-abundant regions. 

Thus, a considerable amount of water was actually brought to cen-

ral Iran in the shape of food and such raw materials as cocoon, cotton

r flax fibers. Local industries overcame the problem of water scarcity

y putting themselves at the end of a process chain that started in the

egions with adequate water resources. A certain amount of water was

equired to produce a particular amount of crop during the process of

ts production. For example, the production of 1 kg of grain required

etween 1,000 and 2,000 liters of water ( Hoekstra and Hung, 2002 ),

hereas the production of 1 kg of cheese needed as much as 5,000

iters of water ( Chapagain and Hoekstra, 2003 ). Also, 8,713 liters of

ater were needed to harvest only 1 kg of dry cocoons ( Hogeboom and

oekstra, 2017 ), which was beyond the capacity of water systems in an

rid region like Yazd, once the hub of silk textile industry in central Iran.

ence, importing 1 kg of dry cocoons was tantamount to bringing 8,713

iters of water or “virtual water ” that is defined as the water embedded

n a product ( Allan, 2011 ). Virtual water ushered in a new era in the

olitical history of central Iran. 

Most of the raw materials were imported from other regions, pro-

essed, and then exported with considerable value-added. For exam-

le, dry cocoons came from the Caspian coasts whose environment

ent itself to breeding silkworms ( Tashakori, 2013 ; Ibn Hawqal, 1966 ).
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aw cocoons were turned into silk threads and textiles in Yazd

 Le Strange, 1966 ), and then the final products were exported to Cen-

ral Asia and India ( Ravandi, 2022 ). Textile industry was not restricted

o silk, but a variety of other fabrics was also produced in central Iran,

ollowing the same pattern of raw materials - products trading. Raw

otton came from Central Asia ( Ibn Balkhi, 1995 ; Al-Maqdisi, 1982 ;

bn Hawqal, 1966 ; Sotoode, 1961 ), and flax fibers were imported

rom southwest of Iran and southern Mesopotamia ( Jeyhani, 1989 ; Al-

ha’alibi, 1989 ) to central Iran for the production of different types of

loth. 

In the 13th century, textile industry boomed in central Iran where

he desert city of Yazd became the commercial hub of the region

 Ibn Balkhi, 1995 ). Local industries prevailed over the region’s econ-

my, and skilled craftsmen outnumbered peasant farmers to the extent

hat human skill came to the fore as the most important factor of produc-

ion, unlike the agricultural economy in which water and soil were of

ore importance. The same fundamental transition from a water-based

roduction to skill-based economy even saved the city of Yazd from a

otential massacre in 1359 when the citizens rose in rebellion against

he ruthless King Timur. After the revolt was suppressed, Timur not only

ranted an amnesty for all rebels, but also exempted them from paying

he tax for two years in order to help them rebuild the city’s economy

 Roemer, 1986 ). This policy is far beyond our expectations of a medieval

iddle Eastern ruler, especially Timur who had no qualms about elimi-

ating his opponents at the first sign of trouble ( Na ẓar ī , 2013 ). Timur’s

xtraordinary lenience is attributable to his knowledge of the region’s

ndustries that were systematically dependent on “human skill ” whose

bsence could turn the region into a useless desolate desert. 

The development of textile industry has been reflected in a po-

try book where a 15th-century writer named Qari Yazdi describes as

any as 300 types of fabric branded as the products of Yazd at the

ime ( Qari Yazdi, 1980 ). In the 16th century, Yazd’s weavers rose to

uch fame that even India’s Emperor, Akbar, craved for their products

 Tapper and McLachlan, 2003 ; Blow, 2009 ). In the same period, Iran’s

ing, Shah Abbas, attempted to bring the source of that wealth to his

apital city Isfahan ( Matthee, 1999 ), by inviting Yazd’s craftsmen like

hiyath to supervise a royal textile workshop ( Ackerman, 1934 ). Dur-

ng this period, central Iran managed to develop a lucrative textile in-

ustry without using its scarce water to grow mulberry trees for silk,

otton bolls for poplin, and flax for linen. However, in the 17th century,

 dangerous economic shift was triggered by a sharp increase in the

mount of raw materials like cocoons being exported from Iran to the

ttoman Empire ( Talib-poor, 2019 ), and that shift brought Iran’s proto-

ndustrialization to a standstill. The Ottoman Empire gradually took the

lace of central Iran by importing dry cocoons from the Caspian coasts in

orthern Iran, manufacturing them into silk fabrics, and producing con-

iderable value-added. Thus, the textile industries in central Iran were

eprived of such raw materials, and as a result slipped into recession. 

Although proto-industrialization was mostly anchored in textile pro-

uction, it also found expression in many other activities within a value-

dded process where raw materials were brought from other regions and

hen the final products were exported ( Azizi and Karimian, 2015 ). For

xample, sesame seeds came from the southern coasts of Iran to Yazd

here they were turned into such products as sesame oil and tahini

 Malek Mohammadi, 2018 ). Sesame needed to be irrigated 20 times

uring its cropping period; a high water demand that was difficult to

fford for the farmers of central Iran ( Fallah et al., 2016 ). The same

rocess was in place in terms of henna, which lasted until the 19th cen-

ury. Between 1831 and 1896, some 3.5 million kg of henna dye powder

ere exported from Yazd to many regions across Iran annually, though

 single shrub of henna was not grown in Yazd. Most of the henna leaves

ame from Kerman Province and Iran’s southern coasts ( Hoseini, 2004 ).

Therefore, proto-industrialization enabled a large population to cir-

umvent all environmental restrictions that could otherwise make the

egion uninhabitable. As an instance, central Iran whose severe water

hortage did not naturally permit any remarkable civilization, managed
361 
o obtain a huge current of virtual water through proto-industrialization,

nd this virtual water set the stage for the genesis of Iran’s first “non-

ydraulic government ”. 

. Virtual water and historical polities 

In the Middle East, almost all historical governments have been de-

endent on a taxation system that constantly channeled the revenues

f irrigated agriculture to the royal treasury ( Labbaf Khaneiki and Al-

hafri, 2022 ). A systematic interconnection between water, agriculture,

nd government has tempted many scholars to brand the Middle East-

rn governments as hydraulic ( Ur, 2014 ; Somervill, 2010 ; Molle et al.,

009 ; Wittfogel, 1981 ; Rzoska, 1980 ). But this article briefly points out

n important exception that based its political economy on “virtual wa-

er ” obtained through proto-industrialization. 

In central Iran, the desert city of Yazd was situated at the cross-

oads to some trade centers of the ancient world, but was geographically

ereft of any surface stream, and its inhabitants had to transfer ground-

ater exclusively through limited qanat systems across great distances.

his city was spared from the Mongolian invasion in the 13th century

hen many great cities in Central Asia and eastern Iran were reduced

o rubble, and a surge of refugees fled to other regions ( Juvayni, 2020 ;

amarqandi, 1974 ). Yazd was almost absent from recorded history be-

ore the Mongolian invasion ( Zeinal ī and Pir-Mor ādiy ān, 2014 ), but the

ide turned when the influx of refugees triggered proto-industrialization

s the only possible way to sustain the growing population. Thus, Yazd

egan to appear as the hub of “process industries ” in which raw mate-

ials were imported from across Iran, and the processed products were

xported to such distant regions as India, Central Asia and China. 

There are historical evidences that the Mongol conquerors exempted

raftsmen from mass executions ( Azari, 2007 ). One can regard the Mon-

olian invasion as the actual beginning of Yazd’s history, because the

ost important economic centers in eastern Iran and Central Asia were

estroyed and accordingly a considerable number of craftsmen took

efuge in Yazd that had survived the calamity. Thus, a variety of crafts

 especially textiles - began to burgeon in Yazd. In the 10th century,

ukhara in Central Asia achieved global fame for textiles, but Yazd took

ts place after the Mongolian invasion, according to Narshakh ī (1984) . 

Therefore, the city of Yazd underwent a rapid expansion between

he 13th and 14th centuries ( Bahra and Naderi, 2020 ) when it accom-

odated a large number of migrants including Mubariz al-Din Muham-

ad, the founder of Muzaffarid dynasty in Yazd in the early 14th cen-

ury, whose grandfather was originally from eastern Iran ( Khosrow Beigi

t al., 2021 ). Yazd’s growing number of migrants raised the demand for

rban water supply, which was reflected in the construction of some

ew qanats in the same period ( Sotoode, 1967 ). The landless migrants

ecame involved mostly in local industries that were contingent on hu-

an skill rather than the scarce sources of water and arable soil. 

The development of local industries confronted the city with a grow-

ng need for a great network of trade partners. The products were aimed

o reach as many markets as possible through an efficient route sys-

em that facilitated the circulation of goods and capital. The Muzaffarid

ulers endeavored to purge the roads of bandits and make them safe for

azd’s caravans ( Salim and Cheraghchi, 2012 ). As a result, the network

f roads was expanded, and along the roads, hundreds of caravanserais

roadside inns) were built to provide the merchants and travelers with

helter, food and water ( Basouli and Derakhsh, 2021 ). The caravanserais

eeded routine maintenance to keep their functions, whose cost was met

y the rich craftsmen and merchants. Although most of the caravanserais

ere built by the Muzaffarid government in the first place, their mainte-

ance rested with the public ( Noroozi and Sadeghifard, 2022 ). The rich

ended to donate a part of their revenues to the caravanserais seemingly

s “waqf ” or endowment for the sake of God, but they actually invested

n the transportation system, and the payback for them was a smoother

xport of their surplus products ( Labbaf Khaneiki, 2022 ). 
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Fig. 2. Systematic connections between the three levels of govern- 

ment, territory (virtual water recipient) and trade hinterlands, which 

gave rise to a non-hydraulic sovereignty. 
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During the Muzaffarid rule between 1323 and 1393, local indus-

ries took advantage of the incoming workforce, safe roads and efficient

ommercial network, and demonstrated a brisk pace of development

nprecedented in the region’s history. Several new bazaars and indus-

rial quarters mushroomed across the city at the time ( Maserrat, 2016 ;

atib, 2007 ), like the great market of shoemakers ( Mirdehqan et al.,

019 ). The infant government began to take root in local industries,

nd eventually broke free from irrigated agriculture as a traditional

asis for political economy. The Muzaffarid rulers levied a special tax

amed “tamgha ” on all industrial and trade activities ( Sotoode, 1967 ),

hich allowed them to raise enough revenue to develop their military

ing. Proto-industrialization, transportation infrastructures and politi-

al power were juxtaposed to bridge the historical gap between the three

evels of “government ”, “trade hinterlands ” as the source of raw materi-

ls and food and also as the market of surplus products, and “territory ”

s the destination of virtual water ( Fig. 2 ). As a result, a safer and vaster

etwork of roads caused easier trade, an increase in trade raised the

emand for more products, the demand encouraged industrial growth,

urther industrial activities yielded more revenues for the government,

nd the wealthier government could mobilize a stronger army to keep

he roads safe and operational. 

Virtual water enabled this government to encroach upon the neigh-

oring territories and reach an extent that had been typical of hydraulic

olities in the course of history. The Muzaffarid government originated

n such a poor arid desert that the historiographers deemed negligible

ntil the Mongolian invasion, but it came to the fore after it managed

o expand its domain and establish an empire that embraced a territory

rom Iran’s southern coasts to Azerbaijan northwest of today’s Iran. The

uzaffarids’ vast territory was also bounded in the southeast by Indus

iver and in the west by Mesopotamia ( Sotoode, 1967 ). Therefore, in

he shape of raw materials and other commodities, a considerable cur-

ent of “virtual water ” entered the arid city of Yazd, which defied the

cological logic of a harsh desert and paved the way for the emergence

f a powerful non-hydraulic government in the Middle East. 

. The destiny of virtual water and the forgotten sustainability 

Today’s Iran seems to have forgotten its legacy of virtual water,

hich not only made one of the world’s driest deserts livable in the past,

ut also gave rise to a powerful non-hydraulic government. In central

ran, water mismanagement has reached the point where the historical

urrent of virtual water has been reversed, and such arid cities are now
362 
mong the exporters of virtual water instead. For example, in central

ran where the production of 1 kg of watermelon consumes 300 liters of

ater on average. It is estimated that around 2.2 million tons of water-

elon are exported, which is tantamount to exporting 50 billion cubic

eters of virtual water per year, or about 12 times more than the water

hat all Iranian qanats can totally discharge during a year ( Pouran et al.,

017 ). Also, the production of 1 kg of cucumber demands at least 100

iters of water, whose total income is still less than the real price of the

ater used in its irrigation process in a city like Yazd ( Ekhtesasi, 2018 ).

evertheless, Yazd is using up its scarce groundwater reserves to pro-

uce between 300 and 359 metric kilotons of cucumber per year, of

hich 216 kilotons are exported ( Ekhtesasi, 2018 ; Pishgar-Komleh et al.,

013 ). 

Now the authorities of the arid city of Yazd boast that they have

ucceeded in turning the region into one of the hubs of cucumber pro-

uction to be exported to countries such as Russia ( Yazdrasa, 2015 ;

dim et al., 2020 ). Russia is ironically among the top agricultural pro-

ucers, as it was the world’s largest exporter of wheat in 2020 for ex-

mple ( FAO, 2022 ). Such economic activities altogether extract some

100 million cubic meters of water per year from Yazd’s exhaustible

quifers, which is reflected in a 50 cm depletion of groundwater level

 Ekhtesasi, 2018 ; Ekrami et al., 2011 ; Dehestani et al., 2011 ) and the

nsuing land subsidence at a rate of 15 cm per year ( Mirzadeh et al.,

021 ). 

However, Yazd’s textile industries that once generated virtual wa-

er fell by the wayside, and many textile factories were declared insol-

ent. In 1828, Russia imposed a high tariff on Iran to the extent that

ussian textiles were cheaper in Iran than in Russia. In the late 19th

entury, Yazd’s textile industry eventually gave way to the foreign ri-

als, and the manufacturing of traditional textiles dramatically declined.

he same fate befell the other cities of central Iran like Kashan, Isfa-

an and Kerman, where 90% of weaving workshops were closed down

 Yazdani and Menon, 2020 ) and instead agriculture and other indus-

ries with higher water demand were developed ( Fig. 3 ). In the early

0th century, some attempts were made to revive the textile industry,

ut over the past decades several factors like mismanagement, techni-

al deficiency and international sanctions came as the final blow for

he textile industry in central Iran ( Naghdi and Mahdavinejad, 2018 ;

avakoli and Dehghani, 2011 ). Thus, the current virtual water ceased,

nd the secret of sustainability sank into oblivion. 

Nevertheless, sustainability can be brought back to central Iran, if

t shifts its position from virtual water exporter to importer. To do so,
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Fig. 3. Timeline illustrating a shift from im- 

porting to exporting virtual water through a 

historical relationship between political, social 

and economic events from the early 13th to 

20th centuries AD. 
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he real value of water in central Iran should be re-calculated, and then

ommercial agriculture should be scaled down to an environmental lim-

ted cultivation producing only a narrow range of water-efficient crops.

nstead, massive agricultural activities should be concentrated in other

egions with sufficient water resources, albeit within the limits of their

cological capacity. In central Iran, agriculture should be inclined to

ocus on some medicinal plants whose water consumption is low com-

ared to their high value-added. For example, saffron consumes about

,000 cubic meters of water per hectare and brings a benefit of 2.4 USD

er cubic meter of water, whereas wheat cultivation demands about

,000 cubic meters of water per hectare with a revenue of only 0.2 USD

er cubic meters of water ( Yaqubi et al., 2016 ). 

On the other hand, such high-water-demand industries as iron

oundries should be moved to water-abundant regions. For example, in

azd, only one steel factory consumes about 25,000 cubic meters of wa-

er per day ( Economic Research Group, 2015 ), and all metal industries

ltogether enjoy an annual growth rate of 49%, which annually raises

ater consumption in those industries by 100%. Nowadays, metal in-

ustries account for some 8% of the region’s total water consumption

nd agriculture for 80%, whereas tourism appropriates less than 1% of

ater use ( Mohebi et al., 2020 ). 
363 
Low-water-demand industries like textiles or tourism can be re-

ntroduced to this arid region where textile industries have deep his-

orical roots and many cultural and historical attractions are ideal for

he development of tourism. Such measures can mitigate the region’s

ater crisis by importing virtual water, a crisis that is deteriorating due

o global climate change. Meteorological predictions do not bode well

or central Iran ( Stampoulis et al., 2020 ), as a study based on HADCM3

odel shows that central Iran will experience an increase of 0.9 C in its

nnual average temperature between 2011 and 2030, and 2 °C between

046 and 2065. As a result, annual average precipitation will have a

ecrease of 0.2 mm between 2011 and 2030, and 0.52 mm between

046 and 2065, in a region where the annual precipitation is currently

ess than 65 mm ( Akhondi et al., 2020 ). Therefore, it is better to envis-

ge and develop all economic infrastructures required for the import of

irtual water, before it gets too late. 

. Conclusions 

It is widely accepted that the seasonal nature of agriculture in the

uropean lands with frigid winters did not allow the available work-

orce to stay involved in cultivation all year round. The excess work-
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orce poured into local industries, which organically gave rise to proto-

ndustrialization, albeit without modern technologies or industrial cen-

ralization. When it comes to the arid regions, it is usually taken for

ranted that the Middle East has been a historical arena where irrigated

griculture has always set the stage for the rise of hydraulic civilizations.

However, a closer look at arid central Iran between the 13th and

5th centuries AD tells a different story, when local industries thrived

ased on human skills rather than water. The development of local in-

ustries entailed a great deal of raw materials that had to be imported

rom other regions, and inevitably resulted in more surplus products

hat could be exported. Such a circle of goods and capital gave rise to a

iddle Eastern type of proto-industrialization whose resultant “virtual

ater ” compensated for water scarcity. Virtual water enabled the inhab-

tants of central Iran to set foot out of their geographical limitations and

evelop a sustainable non-hydraulic civilization in the desert. However,

entral Iran gradually shifted to the export of virtual water, which led to

he depletion of groundwater reserves and its ensuing socio-ecological

roblems. 

The example of central Iran still holds an important lesson for those

ho put ideological policies above ecological balance. This study sug-

ests contemplating how central Iran could sustain its growing popula-

ion in the Medieval times without bringing its scarce water resources

o the brink of annihilation. The modern transitions in Iranian society

o not detract from the value of a historical model according to which

ocal industries with low water demand served as a foundation for sus-

ainable development across an arid region. That model teaches us that

entral Iran should be weaned from an economy based on agriculture or

ther high-water-demand sectors, instead tourism and other low-water-

emand sectors be encouraged to develop, the government’s stance on

nternational relations be relaxed, the country’s trade network be ex-

anded, and eventually central Iran be reinstated in its historical role as

n importer of virtual water, before it plunges into the abyss of socio-

cological collapse. 
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